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SCM Master Thesis Day

Last October 6th we celebrated with a considerable attendance the first SCM Master Thesis Day. The
proposal of this established day with intended annual periodicity is an initiative by the Catalan Society
of Mathematics (SCM) which wants to give the opportunity for those who have just obtained a master’s
degree in mathematics at a university from a Catalan speaking area (Vives network) to present their
Master’s Final Thesis. It is also about giving recent master graduates the opportunity to participate and
present their first communication in a scientific workshop. Another objective of this day is to publicise
the Master of Mathematics in the universities of the Vives network and energize the community of young
mathematicians that are starting their research career.

The activities of the day were held at the headquarters of the Institut d’Estudis Catalans (IEC) and had
the participation as speakers of nine students. In addition, there was the presentation of the three master’s
theses awarded with the Evariste Galois 2023 prize (the winner and two accessits). The Evariste Galois
prize is an award given by the SCM to the best final master’s thesis of the previous year.

The conference had a scientific and organizing committee formed by Montserrat Alsina (president of
the SCM), Josep Vives (vice-president of the SCM), Xavier Massaneda (coordinator of the UB Master’s in
Advanced Mathematics), Jordi Saludes (coordinator of the UPC Master’s in Advanced Mathematics) and
Xavier Bardina (editor-in-chief of Reports@SCM). This activity has been partially funded by the Secció de
Ciències i Tecnologia of the IEC.

Reports@SCM collects in this issue the extended abstracts of ten of the twelve presentations of the day.
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